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name Code box Pallet

1 hidden deck fastener DECK-DRY 145 MM with screws LT14 40 --

2 hidden deck fastener DECK-DRY 120 MM with screws LT12 40 --

3 hidden deck fastener DECK-DRY 90 MM with screws LT9 40 --

• boards do not rot from the bottom, drips joined with Deck-Dry 
distancing units eliminate water under-dripping, leaving connections 
in aerial-dry condition,

• boards are not “punctured”, boards are replaceable

• avoiding interference with water insulation of the base without the 
need of mounting to the base,

Wooden terraces (decks, terraces, backyard, picnic pads, boardwalks) 
world-renowned and exclusive outdoor wooden terraces offered to the 
most demanding clients through our innovative system compared to 
other systems, Deck-Dry system offers the best parameters:

Boards with drips eliminate water under-dripping thanks to the 
innovative * distancing units, so that the bottom of the board stays in 
aerial - dry condition. In this case, no fungus type Zygo-, Asco-, Basidio-, 
Deutero, -mycetes can develop, allowing each piece of wood to reach up 
to 100 years durability**. Only the top part of the board is vulnerable to 
environmental factors (rain, snow sun, UV - rays). Therefore it should be
preserved through oiling (1 - 3 times a year) to achieve the same 
durability on top of the board as on the bottom *International Patent US 
7437194B2, EP7392937 **wg. Kollmann F. „Principles of wood science 
and technology” Springer Verlag New York.

HiDDen DeCk fAsTeneRs
Deck-Dry - system for wooden terraces hidden mountage
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joisT PRoTeCTion TAPe
Protects joists from rotting

Ultimate solution to protect decking joists. Average deck in good 
conditions after 5-10 years start rotting in the place where boards stick 
with joists. 

Joist protection tape ensure the joists will last longer and there will be 
not constant humidity between joist and plank which cause damage. Joist 
protection tape is an affordable solution that ensures maximum life and 
durability of your deck all year round.

name Code box Pallet

1 Joist protection tape TAPE 1 --

• Self adhesive surface allows to easy application

seLf ADHesiVe

• Joist protection tape additionaly reduce noises when using the deck.

sounD PRoof

WATeR PRoTeCTion

• Joist protection tape is made of material which is 100% waterproof.

xxx
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sbR GRAnuLAR RubbeR PADs
Rubber pads for deck under construction

Terrace joists which lay on the basis stick to the ground where constant 
moisture leads to its damage. Granular rubber pads allows to protec 
wooden decks and joists from moisture, premature wood rot and stagnant 
water. Additionaly pads are ideal to adjust height of the terrace. Granular 
rubber pads for decking terraces are made of rurable and flexible material. 
Different thicknesses allow to use in any condition.

name Code box Pallet

1 SBR Granular Pads 3, 5, 8, 10 mm SBR100 -- --

Affects the comfort of everyday use

CoMfoRT of usAGe

Reduce noises and knocks during decking usage.

sounD insuLATion

WATeR PRoTeCTion

Protects wood from moisture and rot. Allows water rain freely  run down 
under the terrace.

SBR Granular rubber Pads

xxx
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DeCkinG TeRRACe ACCessoRies
Additional accories for terraces

DeCk boARD sTRAiGHTeneR

Solid and durable deck board straightener is used 
for tightening terrace boards during decking 
mounage 

Very heavy and rigid joist for terrace deck 
undercostruction. Made of 100% PVC what 
makes it indestructible and no rot. Non flammable 
and good for point bearing usage with adjustable 
pedestals.

PVC joisT 30x50 MM

RubbeR PADs fix
80x40x3 MM, 80x40x8 MM

Versatile rubber pads for any usage in construction 
and building. Fully resistable on external and UV 
atmospheric conditions.


